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1 Publishable Summary 

AsTeRICS 

Assistive Technology Rapid Integration and Construction Set 

More than 2.6 million people in Europe have problems with their upper limbs and 

therefore many of them depend on Assistive Technologies (AT). As the potential of the 

individual user is very specific, adaptive ICT-based solutions are needed to let this population 

group participate in modern society. Such solutions are rarely available on today's market.  

AsTeRICS provides a flexible and affordable construction set for realising user driven 

AT by combining emerging sensor techniques like Brain-Computer Interfaces and computer 

visual perception with basic actuators. People with reduced motor capabilities will get a 

flexible and adaptable technology at hand which enables them to access the Human-

Machine-Interfaces (HMI) of the standard desktop but in particular also of embedded 

systems like mobile phones or smart home devices. 

AsTeRICS implements a set of building blocks for the realisation of AT: 

 Sensors which allow the individual to exploit any controllable body or mind activity for 

interacting with human machine interfaces (HMI). 

 Actuators for interfacing to standard IT, to embedded systems and to interact with 

the environment 

 An Embedded Computing Platform that can be configured to combine sensors and 

actuators to tailored AT-solutions which support the full potential of an individual user. 

The core of the software suite is provided as Open Source. The complete system will be 

affordable for many people who cannot benefit from leading edge supportive tools today.  

The following figure outlines the concept of the AsTeRICS construction set, which consists of 

several modules and a software suite for configuration of the overall system: 

 

AsTeRICS

Personal Platform
embedded computing system

Sensor modules
EMG, accelerometer, switch, etc.

Actuator modules
Gateway, HID, Gripper, etc.

Communication modules
USB, Bluetooth, etc.

Configuration Suite
running on Personal Computer

(optional)

Display, Touchscreen
(optional)

User Environment

and Services
Mobile Phone,

Personal Computer,

Smart Home etc.
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AsTeRICS revolutionises the concept of AT: AT today mostly focuses on a certain task or 

situation. Due to the growing importance of the PC, AT has been oriented towards standard 

Human-Computer (HCI) or desktop interfaces. AsTeRICS respects the strong need for 

flexible, adaptable AT functionalities accompanying people with disabilities away from the 

desktop, enabling them to interact with a diverse and fast changing set of deeply embedded 

devices in our modern environment. 

Work Performed so Far 

Work in the first 6 months of the project was largely focussed on user involvement, system 

architecture and specification. A user survey was performed with primary as well as 

secondary users and experts. Data were statistically analysed and technical requirements 

were derived from the results. 

A further source of input for the system requirements was a thorough state-of-the-art analysis 

and of course an analysis of basic technologies that are of best use to achieve the project’s 

goals and help as many end users as possible. 

In project month 6 the system specification and architecture for the first prototype were 

finalised and soft- and hardware development work was started. 

The topic of IPR-issues has also been considered before starting actual development work. 

The second half of the first and the first half of the second period were dominated by 

technical development on the hard- as well as on the software side.  

On the hardware side the AsTeRICS hardware platform prototype 1 was developed as well 

as a general purpose input/output module and an analogue-to-digital/digital-to-analogue 

converter module. The firmware for the latter two has been finalised in project month 12 and 

7 pieces of both have been manufactured for the prototype-1 tests. In the remaining months 

of the prototype 1 period a core expansion interface module has been developed, 

manufactured and integrated with the chosen embedded PC into the functional Personal 

Platform. Additionally accelerometer and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) sensors and an 

HID (Human Interface Device) actuator were designed. The strategy for the development of 

the Smart Vision Module has been refined. Furthermore a pneumatic Gripper on a mouth-

stick has been developed and tested. The electro-physiology sensor system Enobio has 

been successfully integrated in prototype 1. 

On the software side the AsTeRICS Runtime Environment (ARE), the AsTeRICS API 

(ASAPI), the AsTeRICS Configuration Suite (ACS), the Smart Vision Module (SVM) and the 

AsTeRICS BNCI Evaluation Suite have been developed, tested, refined and integrated. 

Models can be created on the configuration suite, transferred to the runtime environment by 

using the ASAPI and furthermore can be started, paused, continued and stopped on the 

runtime environment. It is also possible to store different models on the ARE to easily select 

them later. First steps towards the easy configuration of certain parameters directly on the 

ARE have been made. Furthermore an interface to certain 3rd-party software has been 

developed (“Native-ASAPI”) and the OSKA on-screen keyboard (by Sensory Software) has 

been successfully integrated to work with AsTeRICS and serve as a key user-interface. 

After the integration of all system parts, the first prototype of AsTeRICS was finalised. 

Together with several sensors and actuators (some of which were also developed in the 
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context of the project) the prototype has been thoroughly tested – many models have been 

put together for this purpose. In June 2011 the prototype 1 user tests were started in Austria 

and Poland. Tests in these two countries, as well as in Spain, continued until the end of July 

2011. 

The results of the tests were thoroughly analysed and technical requirements for the second 

prototype were deduced. By use of this updated requirements list, the system specification 

and architecture were updated and refined accordingly. 

After that the development of prototype 2 started. The hardware platform was overworked as 

well as several modules (e.g. the Teensy microcontroller was chosen for the new version of 

the HID actuator, which was also extended by a Bluetooth model for wireless connection). 

Also partners worked closely together on the functional and optical design of the casing for 

the second prototype.  

Regarding the SVM a head-mounted eye tracker is now available and the face-tracking 

plugins have been improved to be more stable, especially when more faces are in view. Also 

the ENOBIO was improved in many aspects and “flickering panels” can now be used as a 

means of input for AsTeRICS. 

In terms of software development, along with updates and bug-fixes of existing software, 

several new functionalities have been developed for the ACS and the ARE. Also several new 

plugins have been implemented and therefore the diversity of the system has been vastly 

enhanced. Some improvements that should be mentioned are the grouping of components in 

the ACS (reducing the complexity of ACS usage), the support of multiple AREs by the same 

ACS and the improved user interface of the ARE. 

Additionally in the work-package on non-classical user-interfaces many interesting plugins 

and scenarios were developed. A lot of work was done to enhance the OSKA on-screen 

keyboard and to better integrate it into the AsTeRICS system. Also the games integration 

has made significant progress. For example there are now several models for the Sony 

Playstation 3, the MS-Kinect, which can be used as an input device, and a toy helicopter, 

which can be controlled by using wheelchair-controls and a sip/puff switch (also improved). 

Moreover large effort was devoted to enabling the usage of SSVEP and other BNCI models 

in the end-user tests. Among these a functional TOBI bridge has been implemented. 

In terms of environment control advances were made by the integration of the FS20 home 

control system and regarding phone control it is now possible to send and receive SMS or 

make and receive phone calls from an Android mobile phone by using any desired input 

method of AsTeRICS. 

Additionally in the context of non-classical user interfaces the AsTeRICS developers are 

supported by a long term test-user, whose condition is close to the locked-in syndrome. He 

has been equipped with an AsTeRICS test set and has tried out several configurations so 

far. At first he had to use a switch to control AsTeRICS, which he pressed with his toe. This 

turned out to be no good solution, because the pressing of the switch was very slow and 

exhausting. In between time the AsTeRICS vision experts have developed a blink-detection 

based on a simple off-the-shelf webcam, which works very well for the user. 

In parallel to the development work the first Open Source version of AsTeRICS has been put 

on the website for public download. This version is accompanied by detailed user- and 
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developer-manuals and the ACS has an integrated help-system. To date around 70 people 

have downloaded this release of AsTeRICS. Also on the website are a number of 

introduction videos about the different parts of AsTeRICS. 

In the last half year of the project the main focus was on system integration and final user 

tests, as well as exploitation planning. Also the work on non-classical user interfaces 

continued to produce interesting output, like e.g. a redesigned mouthpiece for the pneumatic 

gripper. The optional wireless hardware modules were also finalised, adding even more 

value to the set of available AsTeRICS hardware. 

All system parts were integrated into one fully functional prototype, which was thoroughly 

tested. System bugs that were identified during the testing were fixed and the prototype 

finalised in PrM34. Also the system was fine-tuned in many aspects to ensure optimal 

performance and usability. 

The final integrated prototype was tested with users in 3 different countries, following a 

dedicated procedure and protocol to ensure comparability of the test results. These tests 

confirmed that the great strength of AsTeRICS, which makes it superior to other AT 

technology, is it’s adaptability to user specific needs. Even users, who rated AsTeRICS 

average on first sight, grew much more interested in using the system when the models were 

tailored to their abilities and wishes. 

In this last phase of the project, a very important issue was the planning of future 

exploitation, which was intensively discussed and planned by the commercial partners. An 

update of the Exploitation Plan was generated and the route to market is clearly defined. Due 

to the good quality produced during the AsTeRICS project, the time to market is shorter than 

originally estimated and AsTeRICS will already be commercially available in 2013. 

Since the software is Open Source to a large extent, another important dissemination 

channel is the availability of an updated download-package on the AsTeRICS website, which 

will continue to be available after the end of the project, hosted by KI-I. The download-

package also contains updated user- and developer manuals to enable anyone with basic 

technical skills to learn how to use AsTeRICS and to enable programmers to easily write new 

AsTeRICS plugins, when needed. 

In total this project was a great success and will surely have a significant influence on the 

AT-market in Europe. 

Public Website 

To represent the AsTeRICS project on the World Wide Web, a website has been created and 

is being administered by KI-I. It can be reached at the following URLs:  

 http://www.asterics.eu  

 http://www.asterics.org  

It also can be reached via links from every partner’s webpage and it follows international 

guidelines for web accessibility (WCAG 2.0 AA). 
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Participating Partners 

Organisation Country 

Project coordinator : 
Kompetenznetzwerk Informationstechnologie zur Förderung der Integration von 
Menschen mit Behinderungen (KI-I) 

Austria 

Fachhochschule Technikum Wien Austria 

University of Cyprus Cyprus 

Université Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris 6) France 

IMA – Institut Mikroelektronickych Aplikaci s.r.o. Czech Republic 

Starlab Barcelona SL Spain 

Harpo Sp. z o.o. Poland 

Sensory Software Ltd United Kingdom 

Fundacion Instituto Gerontologico Matia – INGEMA Spain 

CEDO, spol. s.r.o. (left the Consortium in PrM6) Czech Republic 
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